For statistical inference based on telecommunications network simulation, we examine the effect of a heavy-tailed file-size distribution whose corresponding density follows an inverse power law with exponent α + 1, where the shape parameter α is strictly between 1 and 2. Representing the session-initiation and file-transmission processes as an infinite-server queueing system with Poisson arrivals, we derive the transient conditional mean and covariance function that describes the number of active sessions as well as the steady-state counterparts of these moments. Assuming the file size (service time) for each session follows the Lomax distribution, we show that the variance of the sample mean for the time-averaged number of active sessions tends to zero as the power of 1 − α of the simulation run length. Therefore, impractically large sample-path lengths are required to achieve point estimators with acceptable levels of statistical accuracy. This study compares the accuracy of point estimators based on the Lomax distribution with those for lognormal and Weibull file-size distributions whose parameters are determined by matching their means and a selected extreme quantile with those of the Lomax. Both alternatives require shorter run lengths than the Lomax to achieve a given level of accuracy. Although the lognormal requires longer sample paths than the Weibull, it better approximates the Lomax and leads to practicable run lengths in almost all scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
Analysis of telecommunications network data reveals that traffic shows substantial similarity in burstiness on time scales of hours, minutes, and milliseconds. As examples, Beran et al. [1995] demonstrate this behavior for variablebit-rate (VBR) video, Paxson and Floyd [1995] show it for wide area networks, and Leland et al. [1994] and Willinger et al. [1995] show it for Ethernet local area networks. This self similarity implies that the correlation between the numbers of arrivals in fixed-width nonoverlapping time intervals decreases slowly as the time distance between the intervals increases. One representation consistent with self similarity assumes that the autocorrelation function for these intervals follows a power law, a representation that Crovella and Bestavros [1996] observe sometimes characterizes the right tail of the file-size distribution as well. The power law characterization has encouraged the use of heavy-tailed distributions to describe the behavior of session initiation times and file sizes.
By a heavy-tailed distribution, we mean one for which
where Z denotes a random variable, c > 0 a location parameter, α a shape parameter taking values in (1, 2), and ∼ indicates that the ratio of the right and left sides in (1) converges to unity as z increases without bound. This heavy-tailed behavior has stimulated considerable research on probabilistic characterizations of the number of network residents and the network residence time. Resnick and Samorodnitsky [2000] provide references to much of this work. However, the heavy-tailed representation is far from a universally accepted tool for characterizing all network data. Downey [2001a Downey [ , 2001b argues that the lognormal distribution provides a good fit to file-size data in most systems. Cao et al. [2003] show good fits for interarrival times using the Weibull distribution, with probability density function (p.d.f.) { f (x) = φβ −φ x φ−1 e −(x/β) φ , φ, β > 0, x ≥ 0} for 0 < φ < 1. As the aggregate connection rate increases, they also show empirically that the arrival process tends to Poisson, consistent with Khinchin's theorem (e.g., Gnedenko and Kovalenko [1987] ). Also, Feldman and Whitt [1998] show how approximating a heavy-tailed distribution by a mixture of exponential distributions makes the resulting model more amenable to analysis.
Although a heavy-tailed characterization may allow better fidelity in network modeling, its introduction has aroused concern about how it affects statistical inferences drawn from sample-path data collected on discrete-event network simulations [Crovella and Lipsky 1997] . The present study examines this issue using an M/G/∞ queueing model to characterize the number of active sessions (number in system). In particular, we focus on how a heavy-tailed filesize (service-time) distribution F affects estimation, from simulation-generated data, of the mean number of active sessions and on its equilibrium probability mass function (p.m.f.). In particular, for the number of active sessions process, we show that convergence from an arbitrarily selected initial state to • G. S. Fishman and I. J. B. F. Adan equilibrium and convergence of the variance of sample averages are considerably slower than for more conventional file-size distributions. The article also describes how approximating the heavy-tailed Lomax distribution by a lognormal or Weibull distribution generally leads to considerably shorter sample paths to obtain sample averages within a specified accuracy. Lastly, for the method of approximation in Section 6.1, we show how the lognormal distribution approximates the Lomax distribution better than the Weibull. Although the model under consideration is simple, the conclusion, that heavy-tailed distributions preclude conventional simulation as a means of estimating quantities with a moderate to high degree of accuracy, carries over to more complex and realistic network models. Future developments in simulation design and output analysis may reduce the severity of the run length problem.
The M/G/∞ model has an infinite number of servers, independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) interarrival times from the exponential distribution, and i.i.d. service times from a general distribution. In the present context, an infinite number of servers implies that no session initiation waits to begin transmitting its file or message. The specification for interarrival times implies that arrivals or session initiations form a Poisson process, a not untenable assumption in a network in which many independent sources each contribute a relatively small proportion of the total traffic. Most importantly, assuming a fixed transmission rate, we can treat service times as properly scaled file sizes. In what follows, we refer interchangeably to the arrival process and the sessioninitiation process. Likewise, we refer interchangeably to service time and file size, with a higher frequency for the former to emphasize that our results apply more widely than just in telecommunications networks.
Heavy-tailed behavior causes the correlation within a simulation-generated sample path to decrease slowly, thereby requiring excessively long warm-up intervals. Also, the variances of sample averages, computed from sample-path data, may not converge to zero as the sample-path length, τ , increases without bound. This makes the sample-path data useless. If the variances do converge, they frequently do so at rates less than τ −1 and the sample averages do not obey a normal central limit theorem. The slower than τ −1 convergence indicates that extremely long simulations need to be run to estimate the means to within a meaningful degree of relative accuracy and the absence of a normal limit law makes it difficult to gauge how good the estimates are, as for example, using LABATCH.2 [Fishman 2001 ]. Moreover, these impediments for variances and normality carry over to the estimation of the distribution functions (d.f.s).
Using the Lomax distribution with 1 < α < 2, we show that:
(i) The influence of inital conditions on the mean number of active sessions at time t decreases at a rate
The variance of the sample arithmetic average of the mean number of active sessions, based on a sample-path length, τ , decreases at rate These observations prompted us to investigate how statistical inference based on simulation-generated sample-path data would fare when using a lognormal (Section 6.2) or a Weibull (Section 6.3) distribution to generate service times. To make these distributions approximate the Lomax, their parametric values were assigned by matching means and 1 − ζ quantiles. For ζ = 10 −3 and 10 −5 , our results indicate that:
(vii) The Weibull and lognormal distributions require considerably shorter sample paths than the Lomax to estimate the mean number of active sessions to within a high or moderate specified accuracy. The Weibull requires a shorter sample path than the lognormal for ζ = 10 −3 and longer paths for ζ = 10 −5 .
(viii) The ratio of Lomax to either the Weibull or lognormal sample-path lengths grows rapidly as the specified accuracy for the sample average increases. In some cases, the ratio exceeds 10 10 .
(ix) In some cases, the lognormal and the Weibull require longer sample paths than the Lomax. These occur for a gross accuracy specification for the sample average.
Some qualification for this method is needed. The first step in fitting a distribution to empirical data is to estimate the values of its parameters, for example, by the maximum likelihood method. If several distributions are under consideration, this is to be done for each. The next step is to perform formal goodness-of-fit tests or graphical comparisons of each fitted d.f. with the empirical d.f. and with each other. If, in the present context, statistical analysis points to the lognormal or Weibull d.f. as fitting the empirical file-size d.f. significantly better, or at least as well as, a heavy-tailed d.f., then the choice for file-size distribution is clear. If the analysis demonstrates that a heavy-tailed distribution fits the data significantly better, then our results indicate that its adoption for simulation inevitably leads to excessive computing time.
However, there is an alternative. Suppose we assign values to the parameters of the Lomax distribution by conventional methods, but assign values to the parameters of the lognormal or Weibull distribution according to the scheme mentioned earlier and described in Section 6.1. That is, the resulting lognormal or Weibull distribution is an approximation to the statistically fitted Lomax distribution. Then it is of interest to determine how well this alternatively fitted d.f. compares to the Lomax d.f. Section 6.4 examines this issue and concludes that: (x) The lognormal approximates the Lomax distribution better than the Weibull does.
While encouraging consideration of this approximating scheme to save simulation computing time, we emphasize that an appropriate statistical analysis should precede its usage in each study. 
HEAVY-TAILED DISTRIBUTIONS
Heavy-tailed distributions satisfying (1) include the:
with mean = αb α − 1 and mode at x = b and
with mean = k α − 1 and mode at x = 0.
These densities are bounded above and, for α < 2, have infinite variance and infinite higher moments. Although they can also be defined for 0 < α < 1, this would induce an infinite mean. The Pareto, sometimes called the Pareto distribution of the first kind, is monotone decreasing with restricted domain [b, ∞). The Lomax, sometimes called the Pareto distribution of the second kind or the Johnson Type VI distribution, is also monotone decreasing but has the
The inverted Gamma and inverse Weibull p.d.f.s are also unimodal, but allow more flexibility for the locations of their modes. If Z is Gamma distributed, then X = 1/Z is inverted Gamma distributed. If Z is Weibull distributed, then X = 1/Z is inverse Weibull distributed. For additional heavy-tailed densities and a general reference, see Johnson et al. [1994] .
SAMPLE-PATH AVERAGE
Let X (t) := the number in the system at time t or, equivalently, the number of active sessions with unknown equilibrium probability mass function (p.m.f.)
For the present, assume μ is finite. Simulations customarily start in some arbitrary system state S 0 . In order for simulation-generated sample-path data to provide a basis for a meaningful estimate of μ, we require that
To estimate μ from sample-path data, {X (s), 0 ≤ s ≤ t + τ } for some t ≥ 0 and τ > 0, we customarily compute
[0, t) being a warm-up interval selected to reduce the influence of the initial conditions on the segment of the sample path {X (s), t ≤ s ≤ t + τ } used for estimation. We then require the stronger conditions that
and for any fixed τ > 0
Limit (7) implies that a sufficiently long warm-up interval [0, t) eliminates bias in μ(t, τ ) as an estimate of μ, whereas limit (6) implies that using a sufficiently long sample path, [t, t +τ ), eliminates bias regardless of the length of the warmup interval. It is important to note that (4) does not imply (6) and (7). For the M/G/∞ model, {X (t)} is a regenerative process. In particular, the initiation of a new session (arrival) to an empty and idle system (no active sessions) begins a new regenerative tour, that is independent of all previous tours. Let Y denote the length of a regenerative tour, its starting point in time being R,
Then, according to Asmussen [2003, Thm. 3.2, p. 178 ], if varY < ∞ and varU < ∞, there exists a positive constant κ such that for fixed t ≥ 0
so that μ(t, τ ) has approximate variance κ/τ for large τ and
The limit (9) provides the basis for evaluating the accuracy of μ(t, τ ) when τ is sufficiently large. The condition on the variance of U and Y , required for the existence of (9), is satisfied if ES 2+ < ∞, where > 0 and S denotes the generic service time with p.d.f { f (x), x ≥ 0}. To show that the condition on S is sufficient, we first note that Daley [2001] proved that for any α ≥ 1, EY α < ∞ if ES α < ∞; thus, in particular for α = 2 + . Further, from Resnick and Samorodnitsky [1999, Thm. 1], we can conclude that, if for some numbers C 0 and x 0 ,
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for all x > x 1 , which implies varU < ∞. Bound (10) holds if ES 2+ < ∞, since, as x → ∞
The limits (6) and (7) are essential for meaningful statistical estimation. The limits (8) and (9) are convenient, but their absence does not rule out the possibilities that var[ μ(t, τ )|S 0 ] decreases with τ and that a limit law may exist for
is the average over a sample path of length τ when the system is in equilibrium.
THE M/G/∞ QUEUE
The M/G/∞ queueing model provides a convenient platform for uncovering the implications of using a heavy-tailed distribution for the i.i.d. service times,
. . , with rate λ and infinite service capacity.
It is known that in equilibrium the number in the system, X (t), has the Poisson distribution
Common simulation practice assigns S 0 as the empty and idle state. Accordingly, we hereafter assume that X (0) = 0. The Appendix gives the more comprehensive results for the initial state S 0 = l > 0.
Let
where {ω[1 − F (x)], x ≥ 0} is the p.d.f. of the asymptotic residual service time. It is this function that determines all the distributional properties of {X (t), t ≥ 0}. It is known that [Riordan 1951; Benes 1957] PROPOSITION 4.1. For the M/G/∞ queue, h ≥ 0, and r = 0, 1, . . . :
See the Appendix for the proof.
The sample-path average μ(t, τ ) has conditional expectation
and conditional variance
(14) Hence, as t → ∞,
where the third and fourth central moments follow from the cumulants (semiinvariants) of μ(∞, τ ) in Riordan [1951] . For fixed t ≥ 0, it follows from (14) that
PROPOSITION 4.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for κ < ∞ is that ES
Proposition 4.2 immediately tells us that for heavy-tailed distributions, κ is finite if and only if α > 2. Since 1 < α < 2 is often the specification to maintain a sufficiently slowly vanishing tail in f , it is of interest to study this case in detail. Section 5 does this for the Lomax distribution. In particular, it shows that although μ is finite, a long sample path is required to estimate it. In characterizing the number of active sessions, it may also be of interest to estimate its p.m.f.,
Indeed, if the mean, μ, does not exist, then estimating {π j } or { l } provides the only other bases for characterization. Although μ exists for 1 < α ≤ 2, the long sample path required to estimate it motivates us to investigate the estimation of π 0 , noting that analogous results hold for the other probabilities, starting from X (0) = l for l = 0, 1, . . .. Let
As an estimate of π 0 , we have
and
Hence, as t → ∞, we find
Since e μ(h) − 1 = O μ(h) , h ≥ 0, we immediately see that var π 0 (∞, τ ) behaves the same as var μ(∞, τ ) in (15) as τ → ∞. Therefore, for 1 < α < 2, slow convergence holds here as well as for the mean.
LOMAX DISTRIBUTION
This section describes the case of the Lomax service-time distribution. 
where all limiting behavior applies as τ → ∞ for fixed t ≥ 0. For fixed τ > 0 and 1 < α < 2,
The proof follows by direct evaluation. The same convergence rates hold for other heavy-tailed distributions satisfying (1).
As an illustration of the slow convergence rate O((k/τ ) α−1 ) for 1 < α < 2, Table I shows the minimal required warm-up interval length for a simulation begun in the empty and idle state X (0) = 0 to observe the number in the system, X (t), for t ≥ t L (θ) with an absolute bias no greater than θμ. The sensitivity to α is notable. Table II 
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By contrast, a sample average number in the system based on a single observation on each of n independent replications in equilibrium has variance μ n , requiring n = 10,000 for ν = 10 −4 and n = 100 for ν = .01. Since each of these replications would also require a substantial warm-up interval (as in Table I ) to achieve approximate equilibrium, it is not clear whether one long sample path or multiple independent replications gives a specified accuracy for less computing time.
With regard to asymptotic normality, recall that a standard normal variate Z has mean 0, variance 1, skewness
and kurtosis
For 1 < α < 2, the distribution of the sample-path average μ(∞, τ ) has skewness O(τ (α−1)/2 ) and kurtosis O(τ (α−1) ) as τ → ∞. Hence, asymptotic normality does not hold for [ μ(∞, τ ) − μ]/ var μ(∞, τ ) for 1 < α < 2; the same is true for 2 < α < 3.
To evaluate the behavior of the mean and variance of π 0 (t, τ ) for large τ , we use e μ(h) = 1+O(μ(h)), h ≥ 0 in (17) and (18) and substitute μ(h) = (h/k+1) 1−α μ, yielding
Indeed, slow convergence holds here as well. With regard to the warm-up interval, t L (θ ), in Table I ,
ALTERNATIVE DISTRIBUTIONS
With the few exceptions for ν = 10 −2 , the entries in Tables I and II imply that generating file sizes from a heavy-tailed distribution in a discrete-event simulation of the M/G/∞ queue limits the statistical accuracy of sample averages obtainable within a practicable computing time. This realization motivates the search for an alternative distribution that fits empirical file-size data at least as well as a heavy-tailed one, but ensures considerably shorter simulated sample paths for sample averages with a specified accuracy. As mentioned in the introduction, the lognormal and Weibull distributions have been proposed as substitutes.
To compare how well two different distributions fit empirical file-size data, a statistical methodology such as maximum likelihood is first applied to estimate the distributions' parametric values. Then the fit is evaluated, sometimes by formal hypothesis testing. More often, graphical techniques are applied. For example, a graph of a fitted d.f. versus the empirical d.f. (Q-Q plot) provides a convenient basis for evaluation. As to which of the two fitted d.f.s gives the better fit, a comparison of their respective Q-Q plots can be helpful.
The present study calls for a distinctly different basis for comparison. Section 6.1 describes a way of choosing the parametric values for a lognormal or Weibull distribution that makes its d.f. closely resemble that of the Lomax with specified parametric values. Then we compare the sample-path lengths that the candidate and Lomax each require to meet a specified accuracy for the sample mean. Section 6.2 does this for the lognormal, and Section 6.3 for the Weibull. Section 6.4 assesses which of these gives the better approximation.
Approximating the Lomax Distribution
Let {F (x), x ≥ 0} denote the d.f. of file size, let F (x) := 1 − F (x), and let the subscripts L and LN denote the Lomax and lognormal distributions, respectively. We require that each has the same means
Although
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for specified ζ ∈ (0, 1), we can control this right-tail ratio by equating the 1 − ζ quantiles,
subject to the condition
By way of interpretation, an empirical data set of 1/ζ observations implies that just one observation exceeds x(1 − ζ ). For example, one observation exceeds x(.999) for a data set of 1,000 observations. For 100,000 observations, just one exceeds x(.99999). In the present setting, we can choose ζ to fix the point beyond which
Lognormal Distribution
As mentioned earlier, Downey [2001a Downey [ , 2001b found good fits for file size using the lognormal distribution 
where denotes the standard normal d.f. Also,
as a consequence of (16) and Proposition 4.2. To compare sample-path lengths for the Lomax and lognormal distributions, we match the means
and the 1 − ζ quantiles
where c(1 − ζ ) denotes the 1 − ζ point of the standard normal distribution.
Combining (19) and (20) Table III displays σ (ζ, α) and k/η for α ∈ {1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8} and ζ ∈ {10 −3 , 10 −5 }. It also lists τ LN (ν) to achieve var μ(∞, τ LN (ν)) ≈ νμ, where
based on the asymptotic variance (22) denotes the required sample-path length that the lognormal induces. Table IV lists the ratios of sample-path lengths
They reveal that (i) With the exception of the triplets (ζ, α, ν) = (10 −5 , 1.6, 10 −2 ), (10 −5 , 1.8, 10 −3 ), and (10 −5 , 1.8, 10 −2 ), the lognormal requires considerably shorter sample paths than the Lomax.
(ii) The exceptions induce longer sample paths. (iii) The corresponding ratios are smaller for ζ = 10 −5 than for ζ = 10 −3 , implying that longer sample paths relative to the Lomax are needed when employing the lognormal, in order to meet the more stringent tail constraint. 
Weibull Distribution
As mentioned earlier, Cao et al. [2003] found that the Weibull distribution
and infinite mode at x = 0 provided a good fit for file size. The small φ induces slow convergence in the right tail, but at an exponential rather than a polynomial rate in x. For fixed scale parameter β, the distribution tends to give weight to small and large service times. Moreover, it has finite variance
The corresponding equilibrium covariance function is
where
and, as before,
limits that follow from (13) (20) give
and k
For fixed α, one can solve for φ = φ (ζ, α) , and that fixes the ratio
The left side of (29) is monotone increasing in φ for ψ(1 + 1/φ) < ln(− ln ζ ) and monotone decreasing for ψ(1 + 1/φ) > ln(− ln ζ ), where ψ denotes the digamma function {ψ(z) =
In what follows, we choose the φ(ζ, α) for which ψ(1 + 1/φ) > ln(− ln ζ ). It is the only solution to satisfy (21) as well as (27) and (28). Table V displays τ W (ν) that achieve var μ(∞, τ W (ν)) ≈ νμ for selected ν, where
based on the asymptotic variance (26), denotes the sample-path length that the Weibull induces. The entries in Tables II and V provide a basis for comparing the required lengths of the sample paths τ L (ν) and τ W (ν) to achieve accuracy ν. In particular, Table VI lists the ratios ratio L,W (α, φ(ζ, α) 
They reveal:
(i) With the exception of (ζ, α, ν) = (10 −5 , 1.8, 10 −2 ), the Weibull sample-path lengths are considerably shorter than those for the Lomax.
(ii) The triplet (ζ, α, ν) = (10 −5 , 1.8, 10 −2 ) requires a longer sample path than the Lomax. (iii) For ζ = 10 −3 , the Weibull has shorter sample paths than the lognormal. For ζ = 10 −5 , its paths are longer.
Given the method of approximation, it is inevitable that τ L (ν) < τ LN (ν) and τ L (ν) < τ W (ν) for some ν. We address this issue for the Weibull, noting that an analogous development holds for the lognormal. Recall that all three file-size distributions induce non-negative monotone decreasing covariance functions. As Figure 1 shows for ζ = 10 −5 , there exists an h 0 > 0 such that
More generally, h 0 is monotone decreasing in ζ . Therefore, it follows that there exists a τ 0 > h 0 such that
Since τ L (ν) and τ W (ν) are monotone decreasing in ν, it follows that for some moderate and large ν, the Lomax induces a shorter path (i.e., τ L (ν) < τ 0 ).
One additional issue may play a role in the present study. For the Lomax, the exact variance formula in Proposition 5.1 was used, but for the lognormal the asymptotic formula (22), which is larger than the corresponding exact variance, was used. Although this last distinction becomes negligible as τ increases, it could be of significance in the present study for ν = 10 −2 . Nevertheless, there is always a ν at which τ L (ν) < τ W (ν).
How Good Are the Approximations?
Although the generally smaller sample sizes that lognormal and Weibull filesize distributions induce come as no surprise, their use in practice also needs a statistical justification. If either fits the data unequivocally better than the Lomax, then the choice is clear. If statistical methodology fails to detect a significant difference in fit (especially in the right tail), then the cost-saving option has an obvious attraction.
If a heavy-tailed distribution fits data better than either the lognormal or Weibull, then two options remain. Either use the heavy-tailed distribution and incur excessively long sample paths, or approximate the fitted heavy-tailed distribution by either the lognormal or the Weibull. This section investigates this second option when the parameters of the approximating distribution are assigned their values by the methodology of Section 6.1, or by some related method. In particular, how well do these distributions approximate the Lomax and which of these gives the better approximation?
It is easily seen that
However, Figure 2 and Table VII for α = 1.2 and ζ = 10 −5 best describe the Figure 2 shows that max x Table VII shows that the Lomax puts less probability on small file size than either alternative. However, over a substantial part of the interval [45k, x(1 − 10 −5 ) = 14676k], which corresponds to .99 < F L (x) < .9999, both alternative distributions put more probability in their tails than the Lomax. Collectively, these results indicate that the lognormal better approximates the Lomax than the Weibull does in the interval [0, x(1 − 10 −5 )]. Similar relationships were observed for α =1.4, 1.6, 1.8 at both ζ = 10 −3 and 10 −5 .
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CONCLUSIONS
In a discrete-event simulation of the M/G/∞ queueing system, our study confirms that excessively long run lengths would be required to obtain integrated sample averages with conventionally acceptable levels of statistical accuracy. But it also shows that approximating the Lomax heavy-tailed distribution by either the lognormal or the Weibull leads to (sometimes substantially) smaller run lengths to achieve the same levels of accuracy. The approximations are based on matching the means and an extreme quantile with those of the Lomax. Although the the Weibull leads to shorter run lengths than the lognormal, the latter better approximates the Lomax. Statistical goodness-of-fit tests are frequently employed to choose from among alternative distributions the one that "best" fits file-size data. If a heavytailed distribution is chosen and used in a communications traffic simulation, then for some values of α in (1, 2) excessively long runs would be needed to obtain performance estimates with acceptable levels of statistical accuracy. Our study shows that considerably shorter run lengths can meet the specified level of accuracy by substituting a lognormal or a Weibull distribution that captures the most essential features of the heavy-tailed distribution. is given in Equation (19) in Riordan [1951] .
In the remainder of the Appendix, we present transient results for the number in system for the initial state S 0 = l > 0. For the M/G/∞ queue, h ≥ 0, and
